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The Palileo’s open concept kitchen and dining area in soft warm tones provides a 
lovely gathering space for the small family. An oversized island doubles as additional 
seating and as a spacious food prep area. OPPOSITE LEFT: Custom cabinetry from 
Van Dolder’s Kitchen and Bath showcases the couple’s crystal and stemware in 
glass cabinets alongside ample storage. CENTRE TOP: Leeanne and builder Dan 
Burrows discuss the home’s plans. CENTRE BOTTOM: An adorable snowman adorns 
the sweeping front garden on a blustery Bruce County winter’s day. RIGHT: Visible 
from both the lower and upper floors, the foyer welcomes guests into the home. The 
expansive window is the perfect size for the couple’s large Christmas wreath.

DFor Devin, who grew up in Brampton, and Leeanne, whose previous 
home was located in Owen Sound, the couple’s new country getaway is a 
welcome change from the hustle and bustle of the city. 

Holding her bright-eyed infant, Summer Anne, Leeanne smiles as she 
describes the thrill of country living. “I just love the quiet. I love listening 
to the wind in the trees. I love the sound of crickets when I fall asleep. It’s 
so nice to fall asleep to the sound of tree frogs rather than the sound of a 
neighbour’s dog barking or the hum of a highway nearby.”

It helps that Leeanne grew up in the area. “I grew up here and I love it,” 
she says. “You can cross-country ski in the winter and bike in the summer.” 

The Palileos’ love of the outdoors is reflected in the interior colour 
palette and wood finishings of their custom-built home. From the modern 
oak kitchen cabinetry to the natural bamboo flooring and earthy wall 
shades, their home conveys a warm, inviting ambience. 

The best part: all these natural tones are bathed in natural light, 
which f loods the main f loor from ample glazing. The melding of 
home and nature begins at the entranceway with its cathedral ceiling 
illuminated by the large window above the main foyer. Nature is truly 
a constant guest in the Palileos’ home.  

To help the family realize its dream of country living the Palileos 
enlisted the help of family friends in the construction business. 
Leeanne’s father, who lives on the property next door, has known the 
firm of Ken Burrows & Son for years. Dan Burrows, who has taken 
on the family contracting business, is a carpenter by trade with years of 
experience as a builder. 

Dan’s approach to home construction is a co-operative one. He 
acknowledges that homeowners have to be economical and build to a 
budget, which he is happy to do. Continued on page 36

DEVIN AND LEEANNE PALILEO are excited to begin their new family life in a customized home 
built in a scenic country setting. Off Highway 6, past the charming Wayside Chapel north of 
Owen Sound, they’ve discovered peace and contentment in the midst of a beautiful maple forest. 

GOING COUNTRY  
& LOVING IT
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This worked well for the Palileos because, along with 
the couple’s desire for a country aesthetic, their approach to 
construction was a practical one. In the building phase, the 
Palileos, like most homeowners, were budget conscious. Working 
with Burrows allowed them to have Leeanne’s father and uncle 
complete much of the finishing work once the framing and 
drywall were complete.

Dan Burrows smiles as he shares his thoughts on building. “I 
love the challenge of a new build. I enjoy working with customers 
to create an overall design of what they want in a home. I’ve 
worked with set plans as well as different architects to come up 
with a final result that everyone’s happy with. Sometimes people 
bring me a picture or a drawing and we go from there.” 

TOP LEFT: The sunken 
living room showcases 
the couple’s passion 
for music in a central 
location for entertaining 
guests and each other. 
TOP RIGHT: A solid wood 
banister separates the 
kitchen and living space 
without sacrificing the 
open concept design of 
the home. RIGHT: The 
kitchen island is equipped 
with a sizable overhang to 
accommodate extra guests 
during parties and also 
works as a breakfast and 
snacking area.

Dan continues, “I work from the ground up, making sure the 
building suits the particular property. I have a reliable team of local 
trades people that I’ve worked with for years so the work gets done 
efficiently and well. Along with my wife we have seven full-time 
employees. I guess you could truly call us a family business.”

Leeanne adds, “Dan is very detail-orientated. Because of 
his extensive experience he sees things others might miss. He 
suggested changes to the initial design like the relocation of the 
steps to the sunken living area that we’re very happy with. It allows 
for a much better flow for people traffic.”

The Palileos also changed the kitchen layout. Its original 
footprint was an L-shaped space. This change allows for more 
open access to both the dining room and the living area. It suits the 
homeowners’ lifestyle because they often have relatives stay over 
and the kitchen becomes a focal point for large social gatherings. 

Van Dolder’s Kitchen and Bath of Owen Sound completed the 
kitchen. Open to the large dining area and the sunken living room, 
the food preparation space is anchored by a spacious island with a 
breakfast bar that provides a comfortable social setting for guests.

TOP LEFT: The cosy home theatre on the lower level has been 
claimed by Devin as a “spousal avoidance area,” however the 

children’s toys and Disney artwork tell the true tale of this family 
space. TOP RIGHT: The bar area, complete with John Deere leather 

stools, full fridge and popcorn machine, is a great gathering spot. 
LEFT: The second upstairs bathroom is fully equipped with bath 

and shower and features modern colours and a stylish mirror.

Continued on page 38
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SOURCE GUIDE
Atchison & Gibbons Concrete Ltd., Bloodworth Masonry, J & R Lee 

Excavating, Ken Burrows & Son, Ken Phillips Plumbing & Heating 

Ltd., Mike Deboer Flooring, Ontrack Door Systems Inc., Rona 

Fulford Building Centre, Scenic Color Centre Carpet Warehouse, 

Shouldice Designer Stone, Van Dolder’s Kitchen and Bath

Down the hall from the main gathering space, opposite the nursery and 
guest bedroom, is the large master bedroom with a custom en suite bath 
in natural colours. Sliding doors on the southern exposure open onto a 
private deck, which looks out on a tranquil stand of maples. 

Leeanne Palileo treasures her private outdoor space. “I love the quiet of 
the deck. I often sit out here and read in the stillness of nature.”

Other custom touches Leeanne enjoys about her new home are the 
nine-foot ceilings in the basement, which allow more room for overhead 
ductwork and make for an airy living space. 

Devin’s favourite downstairs room is the custom home theatre with 
surround sound, which, like the rest of the home he wired himself. It also 
doubles as a video gaming room when younger relatives come to visit.

In keeping with the homeowners’ eye for practicality, the lower floor is 
equipped with a large walk-in closet for outdoor clothing and easy access 
to the spacious garage. 

So, whether relaxing in the midst of nature on their private deck or 
kicking back in their custom home cinema, the Palileos can thank family 
friend Dan Burrows for creating an affordable country home for their 
young family to enjoy.  OH

The master bedroom, with its private deck, is a quiet sanctuary for 
the couple to reconnect after a long day working and raising their 
daughter. BELOW: This spacious en suite in calming green adjoins 

the master bedroom. BELOW LEFT: One of the most delightful 
features of the home, the nursery, offers bright colours and 

adorable characters in a comfortable and calming setting.

Before After

Whether you are looking for a better way to clear land,  
or landscape mulch for your garden,  
or anything in between, you can count on us to supply you with  
professional, courteous, and informed service.
Are you a landscaper or a nursery?  
Call for more information about our mulch dealer network.

235332 Conc. 2C R.R.#1 Williamsford  | 519.794.2842

and cutting edge
equipment.

We have powerful 
resources...

Mulching  
and Grinding

We produce composts, enhanced topsoil, pH balanced triple mix, shredded pine  
bark mulch, cedar mulch, and coloured mulch in red, black and brown. 

groundupcontracting.ca

OUR HOMES SPECIAL ADVERTISING FEATURE

Self-Directed Mortgages
Beyond the Home Buyers Plan
Very few people have ever heard of holding your mortgage in your RRSP. For the 
few who have, even fewer have done it. In the current low (and possibly rising) 
interest rate environment, the timing may be perfect for investors to consider this 
often overlooked investment/loan strategy.

What are the benefits? Generally speaking, you hold your mortgage in your RRSP 
to pay yourself the interest that would normally be paid to the bank. If you are 
holding lower risk GICs, bonds or bond funds in your RRSP, you may wish to 
consider selling them to invest in your mortgage at a higher interest rate. Your 
RRSP will accumulate more quickly and, in addition, the market value of your 
mortgage will not decrease if interest rates start to rise, as is the fear with many 
bonds or bond funds.

What’s the catch? Using your RRSP to 
hold your mortgage seems complicated. 
There are fees to be paid, you can default 
on yourself (!) and you will need a strategy 
to invest the mortgage payments as they 
are paid into the RRSP.

To be clear, the mortgage payments that 
you pay into the RRSP are not deductible 
and are not applied to your RRSP 
contribution room for the year. 

Contact Michele Mannerow, Investment Advisor with 
RBC Dominion Securities (www.mannerow.ca), at 
519-376-2018 to help you determine if this strategy 
makes sense for you.

This article is supplied by Michele Mannerow, an 
Investment Advisor with RBC Dominion Securities Inc. 
Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund.

This information is not intended as nor does it constitute tax or legal 
advice. Individuals should consult their own lawyer, accountant or other 
professional advisor when planning to implement a strategy.

If you…

•	 Have	an	RRSP	worth	more	than	$100,000,	ideally	over	$200,000
•	 Have	a	mortgage	that	is	coming	up	for	renewal	or	are	buying	a	new		
	 property	that	you	wish	to	finance
•	 Would	rather	pay	interest	to	yourself	than	the	bank
•	 Are	concerned	about	your	bond	investments	losing	money	should		
	 interest	rates	continue	to	creep	higher
•	 AND	feel	you	are	a	good	credit	risk!

...you	may	wish	to	investigate	how	this	investment/loan	strategy	could	
boost	 your	 retirement	 portfolio	 while	 reducing	 the	 affect	 of	 rising	
interest	rates	on	your	RRSP	investments.
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